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Abstract—Caching popular contents at the base stations is an
effective way to address the challenging data traffic demand
driven by video-on-demand (VoD) service. Initial delay is one of
most important factors affecting the quality of experience (QoE)
of users for VoD service. Existing work has optimized the caching
policy to reduce the average delay for file downloading service.
However, considering the fact that the QoE for VoD service does
not linearly decrease with the initial delay, the caching policy
minimizing the average delay is not optimal for VoD service.
In this paper we optimize the caching policy to control the
initial delay, aimed at maximizing the average QoE of a user
with random requests of videos from a file library. By properly
approximating the non-smooth non-concave QoE function, we
obtain efficient caching policies for VoD service, based on which
the impact of file popularity on the caching policy is analyzed.
Simulation results demonstrate the advantages of the proposed
caching policy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The telecommunication industry has been witnessing an
explosion of wireless data traffic driven by video-on-demand
(VoD) service [1]. To meet the challenging traffic demands
and guarantee the quality of experience (QoE) of users, ultra
dense network has emerged as an candidate solution, where
small base stations (SBS) are deployed to bring the network
close to the users. However, a drawback of this technology is
the requirement of high-capacity and low-latency backhaul for
each SBS, which leads to prohibitive cost with the increase of
the density of SBSs. To overcome this dilemma, a concept of
femtocaching was proposed in [2] to use the cheap storage to
replace the expensive backhaul. By caching the popular video
files at the SBSs without backhaul link (also referred to as
“helpers”) and streaming the non-cached files from the macro
BS, femtocaching is able to dramatically improve the network
throughput.

Caching at the wireless edge has been extensively studied
in the literature, e.g., [3], [4], [5] and references therein.
Nevertheless, most existing caching policies are designed for
file downloading service, while the optimization of caching
policy for VoD service aimed at improving the QoE of users
by taking into account the features of VoD has received
little attention. Considering the adaptation of video rate, the
Least Recently Used (LRU) based reactive caching policy
was studied in [6] and [7], and the proactive caching policy
for multi-rate VoD was investigated for a single video file
in [8] and for multiple video files in [9] and [10]. Except for
video rate adaptation, initial delay is another important factor
affecting the QoE of VoD service. Existing works have studied
the optimal caching policy aimed at minimizing the average
delay for file downloading service [2], [11], and showed that

caching the most popular contents at the helper is the optimal
policy in the single-helper scenario.

However, the minimization of average delay is not equiv-
alent to the maximization of QoE for VoD service, because
the QoE has been shown as a non-linear function of initial
delay [12], [13]. A simple example to show the non-optimality
of the existing policy designed for file downloading is given as
follows, where the feature of VoD service allowing a certain
initial delay is considered. Let us consider the caching of three
video files, f1, f2, f3, with increasing popularity. Suppose that
the three videos have decreasing file sizes so that the helper
with limited storage size can either only cache f1 or cache
both f2 and f3. Assume that the three videos respectively
require to pre-buffer 2B,B,B bits during the initial phase,
the downloading rates from a macro BS and the helper are B
and 2B bit/s, respectively, and the maximal acceptable initial
delay is 1 second, within which the QoE of users does not
degrade. Then, according to the optimal caching policy for
file downloading, the two most popular videos, i.e., f2 and f3,
should be cached, which leads to the initial delays for the three
files as 2, 0.5 and 0.5 seconds. Such caching policy reduces the
QoE of users requesting f1 because its initial delay exceeds
the maximal acceptable initial dealy. An alternative caching
policy is to only cache f1, resulting in the initial delay of 1,
1 and 1 second for the three files, which does not lead to any
QoE degradation.

In this paper we optimize the caching policy by taking into
account the impact of initial delay on the QoE of VoD ser-
vice. Considering that the QoE is a non-smooth non-concave
function of the initial delay, which is difficult to optimize, we
first propose an approximate QoE function, based on which
efficient caching policies are obtained and the impact of file
popularity on the caching policies is analyzed. Simulation
results show that the proposed caching policies can effectively
improve the QoE of users compared to the existing policy.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a femtocaching system where a macro BS and
a helper serve a single user. The macro BS is assumed to
have ideal backhaul, connected to the core network to gather
the requested video files without delay. Each helper has no
backhaul but is equipped with a cache with the storage size
of C bits. Suppose that the user requests the video from a
library of F files. Let qf , Rf , and Bf denote the popularity
(i.e., request probability), playback rate, and size of the f -th
video file, respectively, f = 1, . . . , F . Under the constraint on
storage size of the helper, partial caching is allowed in the



paper, i.e., the helper may only cache a part of a video file.
This means that a user may stream the cached part of a video
from the helper and the uncached part from the macro BS via
backhaul, respectively. Let xf denote the cached portion of the
f -th video file. Then, the caching policy is to determine how
much portion of which files should be cached at the helper.

A video file is composed of a sequence of chunks, each
of which is encoded and decoded as a stand-alone unit.
The duration of a chunk is generally much longer than the
coherent time of the small-scale fading channel, i.e., the
channel coding can span across a large number of independent
fading channels [14]. Therefore, it is safe to assume that the
ergodic capacity is achievable. Let RB and RH denote the
ergodic capacity from the macro BS and the helper to the
user, which are referred to as downloading rates. Moreover,
consider RB ≤ RH since the helper is usually closer to the
user and can allocate a larger bandwidth to the user compared
to the macro BS by noting that the number of users accessing
to the helper is smaller.

Regarding the impact of initial delay on QoE, the log-
arithmic relationship between them has been validated by
experiment for file downloading service in [15]. Moreover, it
is shown in [12] that there exists a threshold for initial delay
blow which the QoE does not degrade. In [13], the impact of
page loading delay on the QoE of web browsing service is
characterized by the following function

η(τ) =

{
α0, 0 ≤ τ < τ0

α1 − κ log(τ), τ ≤ τ0,
(1)

where the constants α0, α1, and κ satisfy α1−κ log(τ0) = α0

to ensure the function continuous. We can see that the web
browsing service allows a delay less than τ0 without degrading
the QoE, beyond which the QoE degrades in a logarithmic
law. According to the analysis in [13], such a QoE function
coincides with the Weber-Fechner Law, a key principle in
psychophysics describing the general relationship between the
magnitude of a physical stimulus and its perceived intensity
within the human sensory system, and therefore can be used
to evaluate the impact of the initial delay on the QoE of
VoD service.

III. DELAY-AWARE VIDEO CACHING

In this section we optimize the caching policy by taking
into account the impact of the initial delay of VoD service.

A. Initial Delay

The initial delay, τf , for the user requesting the f -th video
file is defined as the minimal pre-buffer duration after which
the user can play the whole video without stalling. This
requires that at any moment t after the user starts to play
the video, the cumulative bits received by the user should be
no less than the cumulative bits required by displaying the
video. It is obvious that the initial delay τf depends on how
much portion of the f -th video is cached, i.e., xf . We next
show that τf is also affected by which portion of the video is
cached given xf . To see this, we consider two special cases,

where the helper caches the first or final xf portion of the
f -th video, respectively, which are denoted by “Cache-first”
and “Cache-final” for notational simplicity.

1) Cache-final: In this case, the user streams the first 1−xf
portion of the f -th video from the macro BS, and streams
the remaining xf portion from the helper. Let τB,f and τH,f
denote the pre-buffer durations from the macro BS and the
helper, respectively.

In order to ensure non-stalling for the first portion of the
f -th video lasting Bf (1−xf )

Rf
seconds, which is streamed from

the macro BS, the following condition needs to be satisfied
for all t ∈ [0,

Bf (1−xf )
Rf

]:

min (Bf (1− xf ), RBτB,f +RBt) ≥ Rf t. (2)

From (2), we can find that the pre-buffer duration τB,f
should be long enough so that (2) is satisfied when t =
Bf (1−xf )

Rf
. Further considering that τB,f ≥ 0 and the pre-

buffered data RBτB,f should be no more than all data included
in the first portion of the video, we can obtain that τB,f is
bounded by(

Bf
RB
− Bf
Rf

)+

(1− xf ) ≤ τB,f ≤
Bf (1− xf )

RB
, (3)

where (x)+ , max(x, 0). Moreover, the time required to
download the non-pre-buffered data of the first portion can
be computed from (2) as

Tf =
Bf (1− xf )

RB
− τB,f . (4)

When the first portion has been downloaded, the user can
start to download the second portion from the helper. To ensure
non-stalling during streaming the second portion, the following
condition needs to be satisfied for all t ∈ [

Bf (1−xf )
Rf

,
Bf

Rf
]:

RBτB,f +RHτH,f +RBTf +RH(t− Tf ) (5)

=
(RB−RH)Bf (1−xf )

RB
+RH(τB,f+τH,f )+RHt ≥ Rf t,

where the equality follows upon substituting (4).
From (5), we can obtain that the pre-buffer duration τB,f +

τH,f should be long enough so that (5) is satisfied when t =
Bf

Rf
, which leads to

τB,f+τH,f ≥
(
Bf
RB
−Bf
Rf

)
(1−xf )+

(
Bf
RH
−Bf
Rf

)
xf . (6)

Further considering (3) and τH,f ≥ 0, after some manipula-
tions, we can obtain the initial delay τf as

τf = min τB,f + τH,f

= max

((
Bf
RB
−Bf
Rf

)
(1−xf )+

(
Bf
RH
−Bf
Rf

)
xf ,(

Bf
RB
− Bf
Rf

)+

(1− xf )

)
,max

(
∆1 + ∆2, (∆1)+

)
. (7)



Noting RB ≤ RH so that ∆2 > 0 leads to ∆1 > 0, we can
obtain τf from (7) as

τf =

{
(∆1)+, ∆2 < 0

∆1 + ∆2, ∆2 > 0 and hence ∆1 > 0,
(8)

which can be rewritten in a compact form as

τf =(∆1)+ + (∆2)+

=

(
Bf
RB
−Bf
Rf

)+

(1−xf )+

(
Bf
RH
−Bf
Rf

)+

xf . (9)

2) Cache-first: In this case, the user streams the first portion
from the helper and the second portion from the macro BS.
Similar to the cache-final case, we can obtain the initial
delay as

τf = max
(
∆1 + ∆2, (∆2)+

)
=

{
(∆1 + ∆2)+, ∆2 < 0

∆1 + ∆2, ∆2 > 0 and hence ∆1 > 0,
(10)

which can be rewritten as

τf =(∆1+∆2)+ =

(
Bfxf
RH

+
Bf (1−xf )

RB
−Bf
Rf

)+

. (11)

We next discuss the initial delay in general cases where the
helper arbitrarily selects xf portion of the f -th video to cache.

First, comparing (9) and (11), we can find that the cache-
first case needs shorter initial delay than the cache-final case
if ∆1 > 0 and ∆2 < 0, i.e., RB < Rf < RH. In this scenario,
for the cached portion the downloading time is shorter than the
playback time, so that the user can use the time difference to
buffer the not-yet-played uncached portion. This reduces the
amount of data that are required to be pre-buffered and hence
leads to the reduction of initial delay. Meanwhile, the benefits
of exploiting the high downloading rate from helper depends
on how much uncached data remain, e.g., the cache-final
case benefits nothing because there are no data left to stream
within the above mentioned time difference. This suggests that
caching earlier portion of a video can benefit more. Thus, the
cache-first and cache-final cases provide the lower and upper
bounds for the initial delay in general cases, respectively.

Second, the cache-first and cache-final cases need the same
initial delay if ∆1 ≥ 0 and ∆2 ≥ 0 or ∆1 ≤ 0 and
∆2 ≤ 0, i.e., RB ≤ Rf and RH ≤ Rf or RB ≥ Rf and
RH ≥ Rf . In the former scenario, both the downloading
rates are not larger than the playback rate, then the benefits
due to high downloading rate described in the last paragraph
does not exist. Thus, in this scenario the same initial delay is
required no matter which portion is chosen to cache. In the
latter scenario, both the downloading rates are not smaller than
the playback rate, then pre-buffering is not necessary and the
initial delay is zero.

In summary, the initial delay in general cases is bounded
by or equal to those in the cache-final and cache-first cases.
Therefore, in the following we focus on the two cases for the
optimization of caching policies.

Fig. 1. Comparison of two QoE functions with τ0 = 10, α0 = 0, κ = 10,
α1 = 10 log 10, ρ = 10−5, and ξ = log(1 + 10−5).

B. Approximation of QoE Function

We strive to optimize the caching policy aimed at maxi-
mizing the average QoE of the user subject to storage size
constraint of the helper, where the average is taken over
the random request to the F video files. However, the QoE
function given in (1) is non-smooth and non-concave, which is
difficult to optimize. Thus, we introduce a smooth and concave
approximate QoE function for optimization, which is

η(τ) = ξ − log(1 + ρeτ ), τ ≥ 0, (12)

where the parameter ρ is a positive constant with small value,
and ξ = log(1 + ρ) + α0 ensures that the approximate QoE
function has the same value as the real one when τ = 0.

The comparison of the two QoE functions is shown in
Fig. 1. We can observe that the approximate QoE function
η(τ) is able to reflect the nonlinear impact of initial delay
on QoE, i.e., a small initial delay does not reduce QoE.
For small and medium values of τ , the approximation is
reasonable in general, but large difference between the two
functions appears when τ is large. Specifically, η(τ) decreases
logarithmically for large τ , while η(τ) decreases linearly.
Fortunately, in practical VoD applications, different schemes
such as playback rate adaptation, adaptive resource allocation,
admission control, can control the initial delay not too long,
which makes using η(τ) to approximate η(τ) reasonable.

C. Optimization of Caching Policy

The caching policy optimization problem can be formulated
as follows.

max
xf

∑F
f=1qfξ − qf log(1 + ρeτf ) (13a)

s.t.
∑F
f=1Bfxf ≤ C (13b)

0 ≤ xf ≤ 1,∀f, (13c)

where the objective function is the approximate average QoE
with random video requests, the initial delay τf is given



in (9) and (11) for the cache-final and cache-first cases,
respectively, and (13b) is the constraint of storage size at the
helper. We focus on the scenario where the storage size of
the helper is small so that it cannot cache all video files, i.e.,
C <

∑F
f=1Bf ; otherwise, the optimization problem is trivial.

It is obvious that the optimal caching policy must fully use all
storage resources, i.e., constraint (13b) holds with equality.

We next solve problem (13) in the cache-final and cache-
first cases, respectively, whose performance can serve as lower
and upper bounds for other general cases as analyzed before.

In the cache-final case, we can find from (9) that τf is a
linear function of xf , and hence problem (13) is a convex
problem. By analyzing the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) con-
ditions of the problem, we can obtain the optimal solution of
xf in closed form (see the Appendix for detailed derivations):

x?f =


1, 0 ≤ ν ≤ − gf (1)Bf

− 1
Qf

log
(
tf (qfQf+νBf )

−νBf

)
, − gf (1)Bf

<ν<− gf (0)Bf

0, ν ≥ − gf (0)Bf
,

(14)

where Qf =
(
Bf

RH
− Bf

Rf

)+
−
(
Bf

RB
− Bf

Rf

)+
≤ 0, tf =

ρ exp
(
Bf

RB
− Bf

Rf

)+
, gf (x) =

qf tfQfe
xQf

1+tfe
xQf

, and ν is the La-
grangian multiplier. We can find that x?f is a non-increasing
function of ν, therefore the optimal ν can be easily obtained
by using a bisection method to ensure constraint (13b) holding
with equality.

In the cache-first case, we can see from (11) that τf is
a convex function of xf . Further considering η(τf ) is a
concave and non-increasing function of τf , then based on
the composition rule of convex functions [16], we know that
the objective function (13a) is a concave function of xf .
Therefore, problem (13) is convex in this case, whose globally
optimal solution can be obtained efficiently with standard
convex optimization algorithms [16].

D. Impact of File Popularity

In this subsection we analyze the impact of file popularity qf
on the optimal caching policy x?f . Since only the caching-final
case has the closed-form solution, we focus on the analysis in
this case based on (14). For the caching-first case, we find by
simulations that the conclusions drawn for the caching-final
case is also valid (the simulation result is not presented due
to the lack of space).

It is easy to see from (14) that x?f is lower and upper
bounded by 0 and 1, and within the bounds its behavior is
determined by the term − 1

Qf
log
(
− tf (qfQf+νBf )

νBf

)
, x̄?f .

Thus, we focus on the analysis of x̄?f herein.
To see the impact of qf , we rewrite x̄?f as

x̄?f =− 1

Qf
log (−qfQf − νBf ) +

1

Qf
log (νBf )

− 1

Qf
log ρ− 1

Qf

(
Bf
RB
− Bf
Rf

)+

. (15)

Fig. 2. Caching policies designed for VoD and file downloading, C = 50 MB.

When given the size Bf , playback rate Rf , and popularity
qf of the F video files, the Lagrangian multiplier ν can be
determined accordingly, which is common for all files. Thus,
the final three terms in (15) are constants, and the cached
portion x̄?f is determined by the first term in the right-hand
side of (15). Then, we can obtain the following observation.

Observation: The cached portion x̄?f of the f -th video file
logarithmically increases with its popularity qf .

The logarithm law means that the cached portions for a
highly popular video and a medium popular video may have
small difference, which implies that only caching the most
popular video files is no longer optimal for VoD service.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed
caching policy for VoD service. For comparison, we also
simulate the optimal caching policy for file downloading
service proposed in [3] for the single helper scenario as we
considered in the paper, i.e., caching the most popular files
until the storage resource is used up.

In the simulations, the spectral efficiency of the macro BS
and the helper are set as 3 and 5 bps/Hz, respectively, as in
[11]. Considering that the macro BS covers more users than
the helper, the bandwidth allocated by the macro BS and the
helper to the user are set as 0.2 and 2 MHz, respectively, which
leads to the downloading rates from the macro BS and the
helper as RB = 0.6 Mbps and RH = 10 Mbps. We consider
F = 30 video files, whose popularity follows Zipf distribution
with the parameter of 0.56 [11]. The parameters in the QoE
function are set as τ0 = 10 seconds, κ = 10, α0 = 0, and
α1 = 10 log 10. As for the approximate QoE function, we
choose ξ = log(1 + 10−4) and ρ = 10−4, which can well
approximate the real QoE function. The file size and playback
rate are set as Bf = 10 MB and Rf = 0.8 Mbps, respectively,
f = 1, . . . , F , i.e., the playback duration of each video is
100 seconds.



Fig. 3. Average QoE achieved by the proposed and existing caching policies.

Figure 2 shows the caching results of the existing caching
policy for file downloading and the proposed caching policies
for both cache-final and cache-first cases, where the storage
size of the helper is set as C = 50 MB. The x-axis is the
index of the video files, ranking from one (the most popular)
to F (the least popular) based on popularity, and y-axis is
the cached portion of every video file. We can observe that
in contrast to the cache policy for file downloading, which
only caches the five most popular videos, the proposed caching
policies prefer to cache more videos with smaller portion. The
cache-first case can stores more files than the cache-final case.
This is because the cache-first case can achieve shorter initial
delay than the cache-final case given the same xf as analyzed
before, or inversely, to ensure the same initial delay, the cache-
first case only needs to cache a smaller portion and therefore
more videos can be cached.

Figure 3 compares the average QoE achieved by the pro-
posed and existing caching policies as a function of the storage
size of the helper, where the y-axis shows the values of the real
QoE rather than the approximate one. We consider cache-final
and cache-first cases for both the proposed caching policy and
the policy for file downloading when a video file cannot be
fully cached due to the limited storage size. We can see that
the impact of cache-first and cache-final is very small for file
downloading. The proposed policies perform the same as the
policy for file downloading when the storage size is small so
that very few videos can be cached or when the storage size
is very large so that all video files can be cached. For medium
storage size, the proposed policies can achieve higher average
QoE, and the gain in the cache-first case is remarkable because
it can reduce the initial delay more effectively than the cache-
final case.

Although the proposed polices can improve the average QoE
when the user randomly requests the F video files, it is not
clear whether or not the QoE of the user can be improved
for every video file. Figure 4 shows the QoE of the user

Fig. 4. QoE of the user when requesting every file under the proposed and
existing caching policies, C = 50 MB.

when requesting every video file, where both the proposed and
existing caching policies in cache-first and cache-final cases
are considered, and C = 50 MB. The x-axis is the index of
the video files and y-axis is the QoE of the user. It can be
observed that compared to the file downloading policy, the
proposed caching policy in the cache-final case can largely
improve the QoE for the sixth and seventh video files with
a small QoE degradation of the fifth video file, while in the
cache-first case the improvement of QoE is dramatic for most
video files.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we optimized the caching policy for VoD
service by taking into account the impact of initial delay on
the QoE. We analyzed the initial delays for the cache-final and
cache-first cases, and introduced an approximate QoE function
to overcome the difficulty for caching policy optimization
caused by the original non-smooth non-concave QoE function.
We obtained the optimal caching policy for the caching-final
case in closed form and for the caching-first case numerically,
and then analyzed the impact of file popularity on the caching
policy. Simulation results show the performance gain of the
proposed caching policies.
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APPENDIX
OPTIMAL SOLUTION TO (13) IN CACHE-FINAL CASE

By defining tf = ρ exp
(
Bf

RB
− Bf

Rf

)+
and Qf =(

Bf

RH
− Bf

Rf

)+
−
(
Bf

RB
− Bf

Rf

)+
, we can write the KKT condi-



tions of problem (13) as follows:

0 ≤ x?f ≤ 1, λ
f
≥ 0, µf ≥ 0, ν ≥ 0, ∀f (16a)

ν
(∑F

f=1Bfx
?
f − C

)
= 0 (16b)

λfx
?
f = 0,∀f (16c)

µf (x?f − 1) = 0,∀f (16d)

qf tfQfe
x?
fQf

1 + tfe
x?
fQf

− λf + µf + νBf = 0,∀f, (16e)

where λf , µf , and ν are Lagrangian multipliers, and x?f
denotes the optimal solution.

Define gf (x?f ) =
qf tfQfe

x?
fQf

1+tfe
x?
f
Qf

, which is a monotonically

increasing function of x?f . Then, we can obtain from (16e)
that

λf = gf (x?) + µf + νBf . (17)

Substitute (17) into (16c) and considering λf ≥ 0, we can
obtain

x?f
(
gf (x?f ) + µf + νBf

)
= 0, (18)

µf ≥ −gf (x?f )− νBf . (19)

1) If ν ≥ − gf (0)Bf
, i.e., gf (0) +νBf ≥ 0, then gf (0) +µf +

νBf < 0 will not hold because µf ≥ 0 according to (16a).
Thus, we have gf (0) + µf + νBf ≥ 0, then gf (x?f ) + µf +
νBf ≥ 0 since x?f ≥ 0 and gf (x?f ) is an increasing function.
If x?f > 0, then gf (x?f ) + µf + νBf > 0, which makes (18)
infeasible. Therefore, we have x?f = 0 in this case.

2) If ν < − gf (0)Bf
, i.e., gf (0) + νBf < 0, we can show that

gf (0) + µf + νBf ≥ 0 will not hold because this inequality
leads to µf > 0 and x?f = 0 as analyzed in the above case,
which does not satisfy (16d). Thus, in this case we have
gf (0)+µf +νBf < 0. Since gf (x?f ) is an increasing function
and x?f ≥ 0, we know that (19) holds only when x?f > 0.
Then, from (18) we have

gf (x?f ) + µf + νBf = 0. (20)

We have µf = −gf (x?f )− νBf from (20). By substituting
it into (16d) and considering µf ≥ 0, we obtain

(gf (x?f ) + νBf )(x?f − 1) = 0, (21)

ν ≤ −
gf (x?f )

Bf
. (22)

i) If 0 ≤ ν ≤ − gf (1)Bf
, i.e., gf (1) +νBf ≤ 0, then gf (x?f ) +

νBf ≤ 0 since x?f ≤ 1 and gf (x?f ) increases with x?f . If
x?f < 1, then gf (x?f )+νBf < 0, which makes (21) infeasible.
Thus, we have x?f = 1 in this case.

ii) If ν > − gf (1)Bf
, i.e., gf (1) + νBf > 0, (22) holds

only when x?f < 1 considering that gf (x?f ) is an increasing
function. Then, we can obtain from (21) that

gf (x?f ) + νBf = 0, (23)

from which x?f can be solved as

x?f = − 1

Qf
log

(
tf (qfQf + νBf )

−νBf

)
, h(ν). (24)

Based on the above analysis, we obtain x?f as

x?f =


1, 0 ≤ ν ≤ − gf (1)Bf

h(ν), − gf (1)Bf
< ν < − gf (0)Bf

0, ν ≥ − gf (0)Bf

(25)

which gives rise to (14).
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